SELECTION OF EDUCATION RESOURCES/LINKS ONLINE

(PLEASE REPORT BROKEN LINKS TO FITZGEY@TCD.IE)

BULLYING: CYBERBULLYING; OCCUPATIONAL

CIRCULARS: CIRCULARS, LIBRARY PRINT COPIES: BERKELEY 2ND FLOOR OPUB IE EDUC 13

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT: SCHOOL MATTERS (2006) REPORT ON STUDENT BEHAVIOUR SECOND LEVEL

CURRICULUM (IRL); CURRICULUM (MORE..); DANCE EDUCATION: RESEARCH IN DANCE EDUCATION JOURNAL (FREE ANNIVERSARY ISSUE); PERFORMING ARTS

Drama: DRAMA IN EDUCATION (IRL); (GENERAL)

Maths: MORE MATHS EDUCATION; MATHS RESOURCE ON WEB

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: IRISH PRIMARY P.E. ASSOCIATION

FILM AND VIDEO: BRITISH UNIVERSITIES FILM AND VIDEO COUNCIL; IRISH FILM AND TELEVISION INDEX; IRISH LANGUAGE SHORT FILMS

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING

HIGHER EDUCATION

BRAINTRACK INDEX TO HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS WORLDWIDE

GLION Colloquium

U.S. UNIVERSITIES DATABASE

LISTING OF EUROPEAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES (XLS 1.34MB)

SOCIETY FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING IN HIGHER EDUCATION

HISTORY: IRISH HISTORY ONLINE; IRISH HISTORICAL PRIMARY DOCUMENTS; HOUSE OF COMMONS PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS DATABASE; DIGITISED EUROPE : (EUROPEANA PROJECT)

ICT: TECHNOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM; ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCEMENT OF COMPUTING IN EDUCATION; SCOILNET (PRIMARY)

INTERNATIONAL/COMPARATIVE EDUCATION: EUROPEAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

EURYDICE: THE INFORMATION NETWORK ON EDUCATION IN EUROPE

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF EDUCATION

IEA; OECD EDUCATION

UNESCO; WORLD BANK

IRISH LANGUAGE (TEACHING OF): COGG - PUBLICATIONS
LAW AND LEGISLATION: LEGAL ABBREVIATIONS; LEGISLATION (BILLS, ACTS, DEBATES) (ALSO PRINT COPIES 2ND FLOOR BERKELEY)

LEGAL DATABASES: BAILII, COURTS SERVICE JUDGMENTS, EURLEX, HEINONLINE, LEXISNEXIS, JUSTIS; EDUCATIONAL LAW IRELAND —CONFERENCES; EDUCATIONAL LAW IRELAND

PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION: PESGB; INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF EDUCATION - THINKERS ON EDUCATION

PSYCHOLOGY (EDUCATIONAL): 

RESEARCH (IRISH): EDUCATIONAL STUDIES ASSOCIATION OF IRELAND (ESAI), HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES’ LONG ROOM HUB (ARTS AND HUMANITIES); ESRI (EDUCATION) ; RIAN.ie-PORTAL TO IRISH UNIVERSITIES’ ONLINE REPOSITORIES

SCHOOL BOOK COLLECTIONS (IRELAND): POLLARD(TCD) COLLECTION; CHURCH OF IRELAND COLLEGE OF EDUCATION LIBRARY

SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS

SPECIAL EDUCATION: REPORTS, USEFUL LINKS AND RESOURCES; NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION; 2014 REPORT ESRI/NCSE

STATISTICS: DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND SKILLS (IRL)

  OECD EDUCATION STATISTICS, UNESCO - EDUCATION

  UNESCO - EDUCATION STATISTICS: IRELAND

TEACHER EDUCATION: STANDING CONFERENCE ON TEACHER EDUCATION NORTH AND SOUTH - ANNUAL REPORTS

  INDUCTION, IRISH JOURNAL OF EDUCATION, CIRCULARS; PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICE FOR TEACHERS(IRL.)

THESES: INFO ABOUT SEARCHING FOR TCD AND OTHER THESES